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Abstract

An important characteristic of distributed grids is that
they allow geographically separated multicomputers to be
tied together in a transparent virtual environment to solve
large-scale computational problems. However, many of
these applications require effective runtime load balancing
for the resulting solutions to be viable. Recently, we devel-
oped a latency tolerant partitioner, called MinEX, specifi-
cally for use in distributed grid environments. This paper
compares the performance of MinEX to that of METIS us-
ing simulated heterogeneous grid configurations. A solver
for the classical N-body problem is implemented to provide
a benchmark for the comparisons. Simulation results show
that MinEX provides superior quality partitions while being
competitive to METIS in speed of execution.

1 Introduction

Computational grids hold great promise in utilizing ge-
ographically separated resources to solve large-scale com-
plex scientific problems. The development of such grid sys-
tems has therefore been actively pursued in recent years [1,
3, 5, 8, 12, 13]. The Globus project [1], in particular, has
been remarkably successful in the development of grid mid-
dleware consisting of a general purpose, portable, and mod-
ular toolkit of utilities. A comprehensive survey of several
grid systems is provided in [7].

Examples of applications that could potentially benefit
from computational grids are abundant in several fields in-
cluding aeronautics, astrophysics, molecular dynamics, ge-
netics, and information systems. It is anticipated that grid
solutions for many of these applications will become viable
with the advancement of interconnect technology in wide
area networks. However, applications that require solutions
to adaptive problems need dynamic load balancing during
the course of their execution. Load balancing is typically
accomplished through the use of a partitioning technique
to which a graph is supplied as input. This graph models
the processing and communication costs of the application.
Many excellent partitioners have been developed over the
years; however, the most successful ones are multilevel in

nature [9, 10, 18] that contract the input graph by collaps-
ing edges, partition the coarsened graph, and then refine the
coarse graph back to its original size.

Although some research has been conducted to ana-
lyze the performance of irregular adaptive applications in
distributed-memory, shared-memory, and cluster multipro-
cessor configurations [14, 15, 16], little attention has been
focused on heterogeneous grids till date. In [6], we pro-
posed a multilevel partitioner, called MinEX, designed
specifically for applications running in grid environments.
MinEX operates by mapping a partition graph (that mod-
els the application) onto a configuration graph (that models
the grid), while considering the anticipated level of latency
tolerance that can be achieved by the application. Recently,
this concept has been extended to heterogeneous grids [11];
however, latency tolerance was not considered.

This paper provides several important extensions to the
work presented in [6]. Our major contributions are to
(i) demonstrate the practical use of MinEX with an actual
application solver, (ii) present details of MinEX interac-
tion with the application to improve performance in high-
latency low-bandwidth grid environments, and (iii) compare
MinEX performance to that of a state-of-the-art partitioner
and establish the effectiveness of algorithms of this kind.

METIS [10] is the most popular multilevel partitioning
scheme; however, it has some serious deficiencies when ap-
plied to grid environments. We enumerate these METIS
drawbacks and indicate how they are addressed by MinEX:� METIS optimizes graph metrics like edge cut or vol-

ume of data movement and therefore operates in two dis-
tinct phases: partitioning and mapping. This approach is
usually inefficient in a distributed environment. Instead,
MinEX creates partitions that consider data remapping
and strives to overlap application processing and com-
munication to minimize the total application runtime.� For heterogeneous grids, the processing and communica-
tion costs are non-uniform. Instead of assuming uniform
weights (as METIS does), MinEX utilizes a configura-
tion graph to model grid parameters such as the number
of processors, the number of distributed clusters, and the
various processing and communication speeds. The par-
tition graph is mapped onto this configuration graph to



accommodate a heterogeneous environment.� Traditional partitioners like METIS do not consider any
application latency tolerance capability to hide the detri-
mental effects of low bandwidth in grid environments.
However, MinEX has the proper interface to invoke a
user-supplied problem-specific function that models the
latency tolerance characteristics of the application.
To evaluate MinEX and compare its effectiveness to

METIS for heterogeneous grids, we implemented a solver
based on the Barnes & Hut algorithm [2] for the classi-
cal N-body problem. Test cases of 16K and 256K bodies
are solved. We simulate different grid environments that
model 8 to 1024 processors configured in 4 or 8 clusters,
having interconnect slowdown factors of 10 or 100. Results
show that MinEX reduces the runtime requirements to solve
the N-body application by up to a factor of 8 compared to
those obtained when using METIS in heterogeneous con-
figurations. Results also show that MinEX is competitive to
METIS in terms of partitioning speed.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Partition Graph

A graph representation of the application is supplied as
input to partitioners so that the vertices can be assigned
among processors in a load balanced fashion. Each ver-
tex � of this partition graph has weights

��������	
and 
 ������	 ,

while each defined edge � ������ between vertices � and �
has weight � ������� 	�� ��� . These weights refer respectively to
the computation, data remapping, and communication costs
associated with processing a graph vertex. Section 4.3 de-
scribes how they are computed for our N-body application.

2.2 Configuration Graph

To predict performance on a variety of distributed archi-
tectures, a configuration graph is utilized by MinEX. This
graph defines the heterogeneous characteristics of the grid
and allows appropriate partitioning decisions to be made. It
contains a vertex for each cluster � , where a cluster consists
of one or more tightly-coupled processors. Edge ��� ���� cor-
responds to the communication links between processors in
clusters � and � . A self-loop ���  � � indicates communication
among the processors of a single cluster. All processors
within a cluster are fully connected and homogeneous, with
constant intra-cluster communication bandwidth.

The vertices of the configuration graph have a single
weight,

���! �"$#&%('
, that represents the processing slow-

down for the processors of cluster � , relative to the fastest
processor in the entire grid. Likewise, edges have a weight�  *)�) � # � +,� %-'

to model the interconnect slowdown when
processors of cluster � communicate with processors of

cluster � . If �  $)�) � # � +,�/. '
, it represents the fastest connec-

tion in the network. If � . � , �  *)�) � # � # � is the intra-connect
slowdown when processors of � communicate internally
with one another. In addition to the configuration graph, a
processor-to-cluster mapping ��0!1*2�3 determines the cluster
associated with processor 4 in the grid.

2.3 Time Unit Metrics

MinEX is unique in that its objective is to minimize ap-
plication runtime. To accomplish this goal, the application
partition graph is first mapped onto the grid configuration
graph. The following three metrics are then used to measure
computation, communication, and data remapping costs:� Processing Cost is the computational cost to process ver-

tex � assigned to processor 4 in cluster � , and expressed
as
����� 	3 . ��������	657���! �"8# .� Communication Cost is the cost to interact with all ver-

tices adjacent to � but whose data sets are not local to4 (assuming � is assigned to 4 ). If vertex � is adjacent
to � , while � and � are the clusters associated with the
processors assigned to � and � , this metric is given by�  :9�9 	3 .<; �>=? 3 � ����� � 	�� ��� 5 �  *)�) � # � +,� . If the data of all
vertices adjacent to � are also assigned to 4 , �  :9�9 	3 .A@ .� Redistribution Cost is the transmission overhead asso-
ciated with copying the data set of � from 4 to another
processor B . It is 0 if 4 . B ; otherwise it is given by
!C 9 1*2 	3 . 
 ����� 	 5 �  *)�) � # � +,� . Here we assume that 4 is
in cluster � while B is in cluster � .

2.4 System Load Metrics

The following five metrics define values that determine
whether the overall system load is balanced:� Processor Workload ( D ����� 3 ) is the total cost to process

all the vertices assigned to processor 4 and is given byD ����� 3 . ; 	 ? 3 � �����
	3�E �  :9�9 	3 E 
�C 9 1*2 	3 � .� Total System Load ( D ������F�G*F ) is the sum of D ����� 3 , over

all H processors.� Average Load (
��I�JLK$M�M

) is D ������F�G*FON H .� Heaviest Processor Load ( 
 F ) is the maximum value ofD ����� 3 over all processors, and indicates the total time
required to process the application.� Load Imbalance Factor (

M�P
) represents partitioning

quality, and is given by the ratio 
 FQNR��I�J�K$M�M .
2.5 Partitioning Metrics

These metrics are used by MinEX to make decisions:�TS 1LU ) represents the change in D ������F�G*F that would result
from a proposed vertex reassignment. A negative value
indicates reduced processing after such a reassignment.



MinEX favors vertex migrations with negative or smallS 1�U ) that reduce or minimize the overall system load.�AV 1 � is the variance in processor workloads and is com-
puted as V 1 � . ; 3 �WD ����� 3 � ��I*J�K$M�M ��X . The objective is
to initiate vertex moves that lower this value. Since indi-
vidual terms of this formula with large values correspond
to severely unbalanced processors, minimizing V 1 � tends
to improve system load balance.

3 MinEX Partitioner

The MinEX partitioner was originally introduced in [6].
In this paper, we present an overview of MinEX and intro-
duce refinements that we have made since that earlier report.

MinEX can execute either in a diffusive manner [4] or
it can create partitions from scratch [14]. The entire pro-
cess occurs in three steps: contraction, partitioning, and
refinement, similar to other multilevel partitioners. How-
ever, MinEX redefines the partitioning goal to minimizing
 F rather than balancing partitions and reducing the total
edge cut. In addition, MinEX allows applications to pro-
vide a function to achieve latency tolerance, if available.

3.1 Partitioning Criteria

Partitioning involves reassigning vertices from over-
loaded processors ( D ����� 3ZY �!I�J�K$M�M

) to underloaded pro-
cessors ( D ����� 3-[ ��I�JLK$M�M

). To facilitate this process,
MinEX maintains a list of processors sorted by D ����� 3 that is
updated after each vertex reassignment. Since a very small
subset of processors change positions in this list after a re-
assignment, the overhead for maintaining it is acceptable.
Any reassignment that projects a negative \ V 1 � value is
executed. This is the basic partitioning criteria.

3.2 Reassignment Filter

The most computationally expensive part of MinEX is
the requirement that each adjacent edge must be considered
to determine the impact of potential reassignments. To min-
imize this overhead, we have added a filter function to esti-
mate the effect of a vertex reassignment. Only those reas-
signments that pass through the filter are considered in ac-
cordance with the basic partitioning criteria (see Sec. 3.1).
The filter utilizes edge outgoing and incoming communi-
cation totals of each vertex to estimate D ����� values for
the source and destination processors (

) C*]LD ������^�_,`�a and) C*]LD �����*b ` ). The pseudo code shown in Fig. 1 then decides
whether a potential vertex reassignment should be accepted.

The reassignment filter is designed to minimize increases
in 
 F . It also rejects vertex reassignments that project a
positive \ V 1 � value. The

F�c��! �F
parameter acts as a gate

to prevent reassignments that cause excessive increases in

If (
) C*]LD ����� ^�_,`�a Y D ����� ^�_d`�a ) Reject Assignment

If (
) C*]LD ����� b ` [ D ����� b ` ) Reject Assignment\ V 1 � . � ) C*]LD ������^�_,`�a � ��I�J�K8M�M ��X E� ) C*]LD ����� b ` � ��I�JLK$M�M ��X ��WD ����� ^�_,`�a � ��I�JLK$M�M ��X � �eD ������b ` � ��I�J�K$M�M �fX

If ( \ V 1 �g% @ ) Reject Assignment) C$] S 1LU ) . � ) C*]LD ����� ^�_,`�a E ) C*]LD ����� b ` � ��WD ������^�_d`�a E D ����� b ` �
If (
) C*] S 1�U ) Y @ And ) C*] S 1�U ) X N � \ V 1 � Y F�c��! �F )

Reject Assignment
If ( hji�kml�� ) C*]LD ����� ^n_,`�a � ) C*]LD �����$b ` � Yhji�kml��eD ����� ^�_,`�a � D ����� b ` ���

If (
) C*]�D ������^�_d`�a [ D ����� b ` ) Reject Assignment

If (
) C*]�D ����� b ` Y D ������^�_,`�a ) Reject Assignment

Accept Assignment

Figure 1. Pseudo code to determine promis-
ing vertex reassignments.

S 1�U ) . A low
F�c��! �F

could prevent MinEX from finding a
balanced partitioning allocation, while a high value could
converge to a point where runtime is unacceptable.

Table 1 demonstrates the effect on runtimes (shown in
thousands in units) using different

F�c��! �F
values in our sim-

ulations with 16K bodies. The columns labeled o . ' @
ando . ' @*@

refer to grid configurations with interconnect slow-
downs of 10 and 100, respectively. The configuration type
is UP (defined later in Sec. 5). The processors are always
grouped into 8 clusters. The table shows results for grids
with 32, 64, and 128 processors. Based on these tests, our
simulations in Sec. 5 use a

F�c��� �F
value of 32.

Table 1. Runtimes ( 
 F ) for 16K bodies using
various F�c��! �F valuesprqtsvu prqxw,y prqZz�uv{|,}m~��d| � q

10
� q

100
� q

10
� q

100
� q

10
� q

100
0 1157 1353 907 830 606 583
2 777 1345 457 829 221 465
8 758 1347 426 813 221 465

32 760 1347 398 794 213 465
128 755 1347 402 789 204 465
512 755 1347 402 790 206 465

Table 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of the reassign-
ment filter for 8, 128, and 1024 processors, grouped into
8 clusters. The interconnect slowdown is set to 10. The
partition graph represents N-body problems consisting of
16K and 256K bodies. We show the total number of ver-
tex assignments considered (Total), the number of assign-
ments that passed through the filter (Pass), and the number
of potential reassignments that subsequently failed the ba-
sic partitioning criteria described in Sec. 3.1 (Fail). Results



Table 2. Filter effectiveness for 16K and 256K
bodies

16K bodies 256K bodies
P Total Pass Fail Total Pass Fail

8 6011 110 0 25183 222 0
128 19192 2562 0 51876 4608 1

1024 18555 2790 7 35605 12639 2

clearly demonstrate that the reassignment filter eliminates
almost all of the edge processing overhead associated with
reassignments that are rejected.

3.3 Application Interface

The partition graph is supplied by the application pro-
gram while the configuration graph is created using Grid
Information Services (GIS). The MinEX function signature
is similar to that of METIS and is shown below:

void MinEX PartGraph (nvert, *adjcy, *cwgt, *ewgt,
*vadj, *vwgt, *rwgt, *vown, *part, *ipg, *user)

nvert number of nodes in the partition graph,
adjcy adjacency list of vertices,
cwgt outgoing edge weights ( � �����L� 	�� ��� ),
ewgt incoming edge weights ( � ����� � ��� 	v� ),
vadj offsets into adjcy, cwgt, ewgt for each vertex,
vwgt processing weights (

������� 	
) of each vertex,

rwgt redistribution weights ( 
 ����� 	 ) of each vertex,
vown original processor assignment for each vertex,
part partitioning generated by MinEX,
ipg grid configuration graph, and
user user-supplied options containing:

(a)
F�c��! �F

value,
(b) number of vertices in the contracted graph,
(c) application latency tolerance function, and
(d) diffusive or from-scratch partitioning.

3.4 Latency Tolerance

MinEX interacts with a user-defined function, called
MinEX LatTol, if one is supplied, to account for possible
latency tolerance that can be achieved by the application.
This is a novel approach to partitioning that is not employed
by existing partitioners, including METIS. The calling sig-
nature of this function is as follows:

double MinEX LatTol (*user, *ipg, *tot)
user user-supplied options to MinEX PartGraph,
ipg grid configuration, and
tot projected totals computed by MinEX containing:

(a) 4 , the processor to which this call applies,
(b) D M C ) 3 , the number of vertices assigned to 4 ,
(c)
� 2 �! �" 3 .<; 	 ? 3 �����

	3 ,
(d) � ��"8� 3 .�; 	 ? 3 �  :9�9 	3 , and
(e) 
 ��"8� 3 . ; 	 ? 3 
!C 9 1*2 	3 .

The MinEX LatTol function utilizes these quantities to
compute the projected value of D ����� 3 , that is returned to
the partitioner. The projected value differs from the D ����� 3
definition given in Sec. 2.4 because some of the processing
is overlapped with communication.

4 N-body Application

The N-body application is the problem of simulating
the movement of a set of bodies based upon gravitational
or electrostatic forces. Many applications in astrophysics,
molecular dynamics, computer graphics, and fluid dynam-
ics can utilize N-body solvers. The objective is to calculate
the velocity and position of � bodies at discrete time steps,
given their initial conditions. At each step, there are a maxi-
mum of � X pairwise interactions of forces between bodies.

Of the many N-body solution techniques that have been
proposed, the Barnes & Hut algorithm [2] is perhaps the
most popular. The approach is to approximate the force ex-
erted on a body by a cell of bodies that is sufficiently distant
using the center of mass and the total mass in the remote
cell. In this way, the number of force calculations can be
significantly reduced. The first step is to recursively build a
tree of cells in which the bodies are grouped by their physi-
cal positions. A cell � is considered close to another cell �
if the ratio of the distance between the two furthest bodies
in � to the distance between the centers of mass of � and �
is less than a specified parameter � . In this case, all the bod-
ies in � must perform pairwise force calculations with each
body in � . However, if � is far from � , cell � is treated as a
single body using its total mass and center of mass for force
interaction calculations with the bodies of � .

In this paper, we modify the basic Barnes & Hut ap-
proach to construct a novel graph-based model of the N-
body problem to integrate the application with MinEX and
METIS. We then run the N-body solver to directly compare
the runtime effects of both partitioning schemes in a dis-
tributed grid environment.

4.1 Overall Framework

At each iteration in the N-body application, a new or
modified tree of cells is recursively constructed to allocate
the bodies to cells. MinEX or METIS is then invoked to
balance the load among the available processors of the grid.
The solver then computes the forces, and updates the posi-
tion and velocity of each of the bodies. The entire cycle is
repeated for the desired number of time steps.

4.2 Tree Creation

The first step in solving the N-body problem is to recur-
sively build an octree of cells. The process begins by in-



Figure 2. A three-level octree and the corre-
sponding spatial representation.

serting bodies into an initial cell until it contains ��C����$0!1��
bodies. The parameter ��C����$0!1�� is chosen to minimize
the number of force calculations. Before the next body
can be inserted, this cell is split into eight octants and the
previously-inserted bodies are distributed based on their
centers of mass. Insertion of bodies continues until one of
the cells again have ��C����*0!1*� bodies, and the process is re-
peated. Naturally, all the bodies reside in the leaves of the
octree. Figure 2 illustrates this concept: both the spatial and
tree representations are shown. The cell’s center of mass is
used for subsequent searches of the octree. Traversal di-
rection is determined by the octant where a body resides
relative to this center of mass.

4.3 Partition Graph Construction

When the tree creation phase of the Barnes & Hut al-
gorithm is finished, a graph � is constructed. This graph
is presented to the MinEX and METIS partitioners to bal-
ance the load among the available processors. However,
for METIS to execute successfully, � must be somewhat
modified to another graph ��� (described later in Sec. 4.4).
For direct comparisons between the two partitioners, simu-
lations are conducted with the modified graph �6� .

Each vertex � of � corresponds to a leaf cell � 	 (contain-
ing � � 	 � bodies) in the N-body octree and has two weights,������� 	

and 
 ����� 	 . Each defined edge � ������ has one
weight, � ����� � 	�� ��� . These weights (described in Sec. 2.1)
model the processing, data remapping, and communication
costs incurred when the solver processes � 	 . The total time
required to process the vertices assigned to a processor 4
must take into account all three metrics. Their values are
set in accordance with the formulae below:� ������� 	 . � � 	 � 5 �d� � 	 � � ' E �!�  �K C 	 E�� 1 � 	 E&� � is the

number of computations that are executed by the solver
to calculate new positions of the bodies residing in � 	 .
Here, �!�  �K C 	 is the number of bodies in cells close to � 	
and � 1 � 	 is the number of cells that are far from � 	 . The
2 in the expression represents the double integration of
acceleration to obtain body positions at the next time step
once the effects of gravitational forces are determined.� 
 ������	 defines the cost of relocating cell � 	 from one

processor to another. Thus, 
 ����� 	 . � � 	 � , since each of
the bodies in � 	 must be migrated.� � ������� 	�� ��� represents the communication cost when
cell � 	 is close to cell � � . In this case, the mass and po-
sition of each body in � � must be transmitted to the pro-
cessor to which � 	 is assigned. Thus, � ����� � 	�� ��� . � � � �
if � � is close to � 	 ; otherwise, it is 0. Note that edge� �������� � only if either � 	 is close to � � or vice-
versa. Also, � is a directed graph because � ����� � 	�� �����.� ����� � ��� 	v� if � � 	 � �. � � � � , or whenever � � is close to � 	
but � 	 is far from � � . We do not model the cost to com-
municate the � � center of mass when � � is far from� 	 because each processor contains the tree of internal
nodes making these communications unnecessary.

4.4 Graph Modifications for METIS

The METIS partitioner has two limitations that must be
addressed before its performance can be directly compared
to that of MinEX. First, METIS does not allow zero edge
weights; second, it is unable to process directed graphs.
Zero edge weights occur in N-body partition graphs because
cell � 	 being close to cell � � does not necessarily imply
that � � is close to � 	 . N-body graphs are also directed be-
cause edge � �L���� has weight equal to the number of bodies
in � 	 whereas edge � �Q���� has weight equal to the number
of bodies in � � . These quantities are not necessarily equal.

To accommodate these two limitations of METIS, a
modified graph ��� is generated that is usable by both par-
titioning schemes. ��� differs from � in its edge weights:� ����� � 	�� ��� .A���8� ��� � 	 �  � � � � � for all edges � �L���� . This en-
sures that the edges in ��� have non-zero weights, and that� ����� � 	�� ��� . � ����� � ��� 	v� .
4.5 Solution Algorithm

The force between two bodies (cells if they are far apart)
are calculated using Newtonian gravitational formulae:� The position vector 4�� .���� � �� � �� ��� represents the loca-

tion of body k .� The Euclidean distance between bodies k and � is given
by  ��Wk  � � .¢¡ � � � � � # � X E � � � � � # � X E � � � � � # � X .� The gravitational force between k and � in the

�
direction

is given by £�¤L�¥k  � � . �O¦r��¦ # � � � � � # � N �� ��¥k  � ����§ .
Here, � is the gravitational constant, while ¦Z� and ¦ #
indicate the body masses of k and � . A small constant is
added to  ��Wk  � � to prevent division by zero. Body forces
in the � and � directions are similarly defined.� The acceleration vector i � .-� i �¤  i �¨  i �© � for k is com-
puted by dividing its total force by ¦ª� . It is then inte-
grated to obtain the velocity vector � � .«� � �¤ �� �¨ �� �© � . A
second integration on � � provides the position of k at the
next time step. All integrations use the leap-frog method.



4.6 Parallel Implementation

We have implemented the N-body solver using a mes-
sage passing model. Each processor contains the internal
nodes of the Barnes & Hut tree so that excessive commu-
nication is avoided. The pseudo code in Fig. 3 indicates
solver execution by each processor. The steps are designed
so that the application can minimize the deleterious effects
of low bandwidth. Basically, processors distribute data sets
and communication information as early as possible so that
computation can be overlapped with communication.

Broadcast changes to the Barnes & Hut tree
Relocate bodies based on the computed partition
For each data set that is relocated to this processor

Unpack and store the data
Calculate forces between local close cells

For each body assigned to this processor
Transmit body and cell data of remote close bodies

For each body assigned to this processor
Calculate forces with local far cells

While more position and mass data remain to be received
Receive position and mass data
Calculate forces using data received

For each body assigned to this processor
Integrate to determine new body position

Figure 3. Pseudo code for the N-body solver
on each processor.

A reduction in communication is achieved by recogniz-
ing that position data need not be obtained for the bodies
that have been relocated away from a processor during the
time step. This is because the solver maintains position in-
formation for cells that were relocated in the current time
step. MinEX automatically accommodates this optimiza-
tion without special user interface logic.

5 Simulation Study

We use discrete time simulation to mimic a grid environ-
ment in which the N-body solver is executed. Communi-
cation is via message passing primitives similar to those in
MPI. A configuration graph (defined in Sec. 2.2) is used to
model the grid. Test cases containing 16K and 256K bodies
that represent two neighboring Plummer galaxies about to
merge [17] are considered. The partition graphs (defined in
Sec. 2.1) for these test cases respectively contain 4563 and
14148 vertices, and 99802 and 236338 edges.

Graphs labeled � in the following tables refer to the di-
rected graph (see Sec. 4.3) and are used only by MinEX.
Graphs labeled � � are undirected (see Sec. 4.4) to ac-
commodate the requirements of METIS. Both MinEX and

METIS are run on � � to obtain direct comparisons be-
tween the two partitioning schemes. The METIS k-way
partitioner, with its option to minimize edge cuts, is used.

The configuration graph is varied to evaluate perfor-
mance over a spectrum of heterogeneous grid environments.
The total number of processors ( H ) varies between 8 and
1024, the number of clusters ( � ) is either 4 or 8, while in-
terconnect slowdowns ( o ) are 10 or 100. Communication
within clusters is assumed to be constant. Three config-
uration types (HO, UP, and DN) are used in our simula-
tions. HO assumes that all processors are homogeneous
and grouped evenly among the clusters with intra-connect
and processing slowdown factors of unity. UP assumes pro-
cessors in cluster ¬ have intra-connect and processing slow-
down factors of � ¬ � '

, while DN assumes processors in
cluster ¬ have intra-connect slowdown factors of � � � ' � � ¬
and processing slowdown factors of � ¬ � ' .
5.1 Multiple Time Step Test

This set of tests determines whether running multiple
time steps are likely to significantly impact the overall per-
formance. Table 3 presents 
 F (in thousands of units) andM�P

when executing 1 and 50 time steps. The partition graph
represents 16K bodies and the configuration type is UP,
with H .®$¯

, � .®°
, and o . ' @

. Results show that run-
ning multiple time steps have little impact. Our subsequent
simulations therefore execute only a single time step.

Table 3. Performance for 1 and 50 time steps

1 time step 50 time steps
Type ± | ²:³ ± | ²:³

MinEX ´¶µ 398 1.03 388 1.01
MinEX ´¶µ¸· 413 1.05 398 1.02
METIS ´¶µ¸· 1630 2.16 1534 2.03

5.2 Scalability Test

To determine partitioner scalability, we process graphs
of 16K and 256K bodies using the UP configuration con-
taining between 16 and 1024 processors with � .¹°

ando . ' @
. Table 4 reports 
 F (in thousands of units) and

shows that scalability is good to 256 processors.

Table 4. Application runtimes ( 
 F )
Number of processors

p
Bodies Graph Type 16 64 256 1024

16K MinEX ´¶µ 1445 398 124 268
MinEX ´¶µ¸· 1466 413 124 268
METIS ´¶µ¸· 5330 1630 1395 1209

256K MinEX ´¶µ 39335 10187 2917 1310
MinEX ´¶µ¸· 39448 10183 2927 1310
METIS ´¶µ · 151983 38379 9901 5220



5.3 Partitioner Speed Comparisons

We then compare MinEX partitioning speed to that of
METIS for H between 16 and 1024, with partition graphs
representing 16K and 256K bodies. The UP configuration
is used with � .º° and o . ' @

. Results in Table 5 show that
MinEX executes faster in the majority of cases; however,
METIS has a clear advantage when processing the 256K
case with H . ' @ � ¯ . In general though, we can conclude
that MinEX is competitive with METIS in execution speed.

Table 5. Partitioner runtimes (in secs)

Number of processors
p

Bodies Graph Type 16 64 256 1024
16K MinEX ´¶µ 0.20 0.33 1.09 2.36

MinEX ´¶µ · 0.20 0.32 1.13 2.39
METIS ´¶µ¸· 0.23 1.02 1.46 2.88

256K MinEX ´¶µ 0.53 0.71 2.27 9.08
MinEX ´¶µ¸· 0.55 0.69 2.30 9.17
METIS ´¶µ · 0.49 0.76 2.57 4.18

5.4 Partitioner Quality Comparisons

Finally, we present results that extensively compare the
quality of partitions generated by MinEX and METIS in
terms of N-body application runtimes ( 
 F ) and load imbal-
ance factors (

M�P
). Table 6 presents simulation results using

partition graphs representing 16K and 256K bodies. No-
tice that MinEX has a significant advantage over METIS
for the heterogeneous UP and DN configurations. In fact,
if H . ' � ° , � .»°

, and o . ' @
, MinEX reduces 
 F by

a factor of almost 8 for 16K bodies. The improvement inMLP
is also dramatic. For 256K bodies, some of the MinEX

results with the DN configuration are worse than the corre-
sponding results with UP (see the cases when H . ' � ° and� .A¯ ). The discrepancy is because processors incur exces-
sive idle time when processing the application with the DN
configuration so that the MinEX estimates are not realized.

Results for the homogeneous HO configurations are less
conclusive. For 16K bodies, METIS is competitive with
MinEX; however, in some cases, MinEX is slightly better
(e.g., H . ' � ° , � .¼¯

, o . ' @
). With 256K bodies,

METIS is superior when H .<½ � or 64, and o . ' @*@
. This

is not surprising given that METIS’s strategy to minimize
the edge cut is more effective in homogeneous grids. To
improve MinEX performance in these situations, the parti-
tioning criteria for vertex reassignments needs to be refined.
This is an open research issue that needs to be addressed if
one is to build successful general-purpose grid partitioners.

Note that MinEX running with graph � is generally su-
perior to running with graph �6� . This is because � mod-
els the solver more closely than � � does. For slow inter-
connects ( o . ' @�@

), the advantage of MinEX over METIS

is reduced because the communication overhead begins to
dominate. If MinEX were refined to put a greater empha-
sis on minimizing the communication cut, it could probably
retain more of its advantage over METIS in these cases.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have used the classical N-body applica-
tion to evaluate our MinEX latency-tolerant partitioner de-
signed specifically for heterogeneous distributed computing
environments. MinEX has significant advantages over tra-
ditional graph partitioners. For example, its goal to min-
imize application runtimes, its ability to map applications
onto heterogeneous grid configurations, and its interface
to application latency tolerance information make it well
suited for grid environments. In addition, MinEX can par-
tition directed graphs with zero edge weights (which occur
in graphs modeling N-body problems): a distinct advantage
over popular state-of-the-art partitioners such as METIS.

Extensive simulations using an N-body solver showed
that while MinEX produces partitions of comparable qual-
ity to those by METIS on homogeneous grids, it improves
application runtimes by a factor of 8 on some heteroge-
neous configurations. The experiments demonstrated the
feasibility and benefits of our approach to map applications
onto grid environments, and to incorporate latency toler-
ance directly into the partitioning process. The simulations
also revealed issues that need to be addressed if a general
grid-based partitioning tool is to be realized. For exam-
ple, the number of i/o channels per processor affects the ac-
tual runtime and load balance of the application. Additional
schemes for reassigning vertices in a grid environment must
be explored to achieve consistent results in all configura-
tions. We are actively investigating these enhancements.
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